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Transient response of an elastic plate on crushable material striking a rigid boundary is
analyzed. The crushable material is approximated by a discrete chain of masses and
non-linear springs with properties from the non-linear constitutive law of the crushable
material. Plate elasticity and crushable material response are uncoupled. Deceleration from
impact assumes a rigid but massive plate. The pressure from deceleration is then applied to
the elastic plate to evaluate its response. Prior to arrest, when plate and crushable material
strike a rigid boundary, a temporary drop in deceleration response is observed depending
on relative density ~q ¼ qf =qs where qf and qs are crushable and parent material densities.
This drop is absent when the plate strikes crushable material at rest. Measured decelera-
tion response of an elastic plate on crushable material is modulated by oscillations from
plate response with amplitude depending on the obliquity angle of the setup as it strikes
the rigid boundary. The difference between ‘‘moving-crushable” and ‘‘ﬁxed-crushable”
conﬁgurations is substantial in form and magnitude. A 2D model of a strip with interme-
diate ﬂexible supports models response of a thin electronic board from deceleration trans-
mitted to its boundaries by a frame mounted on crushable material.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Future un-manned cost effective missions for space exploration will rely on low-cost modules that hard-land on planet
soil to avoid the prohibitive expense of soft-landing equipment such as retro-jets. One future mission to Mars will rely on
dropping an orbital module aided by parachutes up to some altitude fromMars surface then release it to free-fall till it strikes
the ground. Predicted speeds at impact are not to exceed 60 m/s. One challenge is to insure that electronic boards and other
sensitive equipment housed in the module will be protected from the high deceleration or ‘‘g” level reached during impact.
One proposal is to encapsulate the module in crushable material such as metal foam.
The interest in crushable material such as honeycomb and more recently in metal foams has been the subject of
extensive research. A partial list of references is found in Alghamdi (2001). Shim et al. (1990) derived a linear-exponen-
tial relation approximating the linear, post-collapse, and fully densiﬁed regimes of cellular solids. They used this approx-
imate constitutive law in a 1D mass-non-linear spring model to simulate the dynamic behavior of metal foam from
impact of a rigid mass. The lack of dimensional results limits the practical usefulness of their analysis. Wu and Hang
(1997) characterized the constitutive law of honeycomb tubes of different sizes under static and impact environments
for impact speed up to 25 m/s. They concluded that the crushing strength is always an average plateau with superim-
posed small amplitude oscillations from the dynamic collapse of the tubes. Harrigan et al. (1999) studied the effect of
inertia on the crushing strength of honeycomb tubes and crushable foam at impact velocities exceeding 60 m/s and. All rights reserved.
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merstorfer (1999) studied the inﬂuence of meso-inhomogeneities on the crush strength of metal foams. Their uniaxial
compression tests showed no Poisson effect over a wide range of deformation. From results of a large number of static
experiments on a variety of open-cell Aluminum foams, analytical expressions in Shim et al. (1990) were ﬁtted to exper-
imental data with relative foam density ~q ¼ qf =qs as a parameter. Their experiments and 1D non-linear model showed
that the efﬁciency of metal foams in absorbing energy is weakened with strong meso-inhomogeneities ðD~q > 50%Þ.
Deshpande and Fleck (2000) measured the constitutive law of open-cell Duocell and closed-cell Alulight Aluminum
foams using a split-Hopkinson bar for strain rates up to 5000 s1, and reported that the effect of strain rate on the pla-
teau is smaller than the experimental scatter. Also they estimated the effect of air compressibility in Alulight closed
foam to be less than 1.5% the static strength that is within the scatter of experimental results. Obviously, the effect
is even smaller for the open-cell Duocell foam. Lopatnikov et al. (2004) analyzed the ballistic impact of a rigid 1D plate
on an initially stationary layer of metal foam. Two regimes were considered: the ﬁrst is when striker velocity is lower
than the sound speed of the foam material but higher than the linear sound speed of foam, and the second is when
striker velocity is lower than the linear sound speed of foam but higher than the effective sound speed of a perturbation
in the plateau region of the static constitutive law. Their analysis based on the ‘‘elastic–perfectly-plastic-rigid” (EPPR)
model is compared to numerical simulations using LS-DYNA general-purpose computer program. Based on the EPPR
model, they derive an expression relating dynamic to static critical stresses and striker velocity demonstrating that
the effect of shock waves is appreciable for speeds exceeding 100 m/s. Sadot et al. (2005) studied the dynamic behavior
of metallic foams by static, pendulum impact and shock tube experiments. As with Lopatnikov, they adopted the ‘‘EPPL”
model to arrive at the same relation of dynamic and static crushing stresses that includes the striker velocity parameter.
Montanini (2005) compared measurements of static constitutive law with results from bi-pendulum dynamic tests for
strain rates of 100 s1 and concluded that strain-rate sensitivity of metal foams is negligible. Gong et al. (2005) develop
a sequence of analytical models based on cellular microstructure mechanics for predicting the complete static response
of open-cell foams. Nemat-Nasser et al. (2007) measured the constitutive law of Aluminum foams using a split-Hopkin-
son bar method. As with other investigators, they found that the effect on strain rate of crushing stress is negligible. Also
using a gas gun, they measured the dynamic stress and strain in the Aluminum foam from 1D projectile impact with
speed not exceeding 53 m/s.
If the plate on crushable material strikes a rigid boundary obliquely, the contact surface between crushable material and
rigid boundary termed pressure footprint increases rapidly till it covers the whole plate surface. This unsteady expanding
footprint excites asymmetric waves of the plate. In this work, plate elasticity and crushable material response are uncoupled.
This approximation is valid as long as peak crushing stress is substantially lower than plate ﬂexural rigidity. Deceleration
from impact assumes a rigid plate. The pressure from collapse is then applied to the elastic plate to evaluate its response.
Section 2 discretizes the crushable material by a series of masses and non-linear springs connected to a rigid plate. The
spring stiffness derives from the constitutive model of the crushable material. The 1D approximation is justiﬁed by many
researchers, like Gradinger and Rammerstorfer (1999), who demonstrated that in crushable material the Poisson effect is
negligible. Examples of a rigid plate and crushable material striking a rigid boundary are presented in Section 5.1. With
increasing relative density ~q ¼ qf =qs where qf and qs are crushable and parent material densities, observed is a temporary
sharp drop in deceleration response caused by propagation and reﬂection of collapse waves. This drop is absent when the
plate strikes resting crushable material.
Since the disk is the closest but simplest approximation to a square plate, Section 3 develops the asymmetric elasto-
dynamics of a disk. In Section 5.2, results from the present analysis are compared to limited experiments of a steel square
plate on Aluminum foam striking a concrete slab.
Themass attached to crushablematerialwhile both strike a rigid boundary is termed the ‘‘moving-crushable”. Although this
conﬁguration isdirectlyapplicable to thepresentpracticalproblem, it doesnotaddress another equally important class ofprob-
lemswhere themass strikes a crushablematerial at rest, termed the ‘‘ﬁxed-crushable”. In fact, this later conﬁgurationapplies to
a wide class of practical problems in automotive and shielding. In the ‘‘moving-crushable” case, the moving mass is the pro-
tected structure, while in the ‘‘ﬁxed-crushable” case, the protected structure is either themovingmass or the base uponwhich
the crushable material rests. Response of both conﬁgurations is discussed in Section 5.3.
Finally, a 2D strip model is developed in Section 4 that includes intermediate ﬂexible supports to simulate thin electronic
boards carrying lumped masses and held by a stiff frame mounted on the crushable material. The strip responds to decel-
erations from the collapsing crushable material, transmitted to the strip boundaries and intermediate supports by the hold-
ing frame. The goal is to evaluate how transmitted deceleration changes from strip inertia, boundary conditions and
intermediate supports discussed in Section 5.4.
2. Crushable material
The non-linear constitutive law of the material is made of three stages (see Fig. 1(a)–(b)). The ﬁrst stage is linear elastic till
critical or collapse stress rcr is reached. The second stage lies over a relatively wide slant or ﬂat plateau during collapse of the
crushable material. The plateau average line happens over a constant stress for honeycomb (Fig. 1(a)), or follows a strain-
hardening curve for metal foams (Fig. 1(b)). Once most cells have collapsed, a stage of densiﬁcation starts and the material
reverts to its bulk properties. Let rf(ef) be the constitutive law of the crushable material where ef is engineering strain.
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Fig. 1. (a) Honeycomb constitutive law, (b) Al foam constitutive law (c) discrete-chain, (d) contact surface (footprint) (e) 2D strip with corner impedance
and mobility.
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material. Divide hf into nf cells where each cell is hc = hf/nf long with mass mi =mc = hcqf. The impact of a rigid mass M at-
tached to the chain of masses mi and springs ki (see Fig. 1(c)), striking a rigid boundary with an initial velocity Vo, starts
the process of collapse. The ﬁrst mass in the chain isM. The coordinates zoi and zi measure initial and instantaneous distance
between mi and impact surface. Let ui be the displacement of mi and ei the strain in spring ki connecting mi to mi+1D~u1 ¼ ðu1  u2Þ=ðhc=2Þ; D~unfþ1 ¼ ðunfþ1  ubÞ=ðhc=2Þ
D~ui ¼ ðui  uiþ1Þ=hc; i ¼ 2; ::;nf
z1 ¼ zo1  u1; zi ¼ zoi  ui; i ¼ 2;3; ::;nf þ 1
zo1 ¼ hf ; zoi ¼ hf  ðð2i 3Þ=2Þhc
ð1ÞAt the rigid boundary, the displacement ub vanishes. In (1), note that the undeformed length of the ﬁrst and last cells in the
chain is hc/2 (see Fig. 1(c)). The dynamic equations areMottu1 þ rf ðD~u1Þ þ 1totðu1  u2Þ ¼ 0
miottui þ rf ðD~uiÞ  rf ðD~ui1Þ þ 1totð2ui  uiþ1  ui1Þ ¼ 0; i ¼ 2;3; ::; nf þ 1
ð2Þwith initial conditionsotuið0Þ ¼ Vo; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;nf þ 1 ð3Þ
Bt is a constant viscous damping impedance. Reverse motion is not allowed meaning that for the ith celluiðtÞ ¼ uiðt  DtÞ if otui < 0 ð4Þ
where Dt is time interval in the numerical integration.
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Mindlin plate equations (Mindlin, 1951) may be written in vector form asD½ð1 mÞ$2Wþ ð1þ mÞ$U=2 jGhðWþ $wÞ ¼ ðqh3=12ÞottW ð5Þ
jGhðr2wþ UÞ þ p ¼ qhottw ð6Þwhere U = $W, D = Eh3/12 (1  m2), W = {wr,wh}T is the vector of rotations, w is transverse displacement, (q,m) are density and
Poisson ratio, (E,G) are Young and shear moduli, j is shear constant, h is thickness, t is time, p is applied pressure, $2 is the
Laplacian and $ is the gradient operator. Taking the divergence of (5)Dr2U jGhðUþr2wÞ ¼ ðqh3=12ÞottU ð7Þ
Eliminating U from (6) and (7) producesL1ðwÞ ¼ L2ðpÞ
L1  ðr2  1=c2e ottÞðr2  1=c2s ottÞ þ 12=ðcehÞ2ott
L2  1=D ðr2  1=c2e ottÞ=jGh
c2e ¼ E=qð1 m2Þ; c2s ¼ jG=q
ð8ÞEliminating $2w from (6) and (7) yields½Dr2  ðqh3=12ÞottU ¼ qhottw p ð9Þ
Taking the curl of (5)½Dð1 mÞ=2r2  jGh ðqh3=12Þottð$WÞ ¼ 0 ð10Þ
from which it can be inferred that ($ W) is not a function of w while W may actually beW ¼ $gðwÞ þ $ C ð11Þ
Cis a vector potential for W independent of w. Substituting (11) in (9) using the deﬁnition of U yields½Dr2  ðqh3=12Þottr2g ¼ qhottw ð12Þ
Substituting (11) in (10) using the identity$ $ A ¼ $ð$  AÞ  r2A ð13Þ
produces½Dð1 mÞ=2r2  jGh qðh3=12Þott$2C ¼ 0 ð14Þ
Deﬁning s = $2C, reduces (14) to½r2  12j=h2  2=ðð1 mÞc2e Þotts ¼ 0 ð15Þ
For a solid disk and periodic motions in time with radian frequency x, the homogeneous solution of (8) takes the formwðr; h; tÞ ¼ ðC1Jnðk1rÞ þ C2Jnðk2rÞÞ cosnhei^xt ð16aÞ
k4  2b1k2 þ b2 ¼ 0
b1 ¼ ðc2e þ c2s Þx2=ðcecsÞ2=2; b2 ¼ ðx=ceÞ2ððx=csÞ2  12=h2Þ ð16bÞwhere (r,h) are radial and circumferential coordinates, n is circumferential wave-number, i^ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
p
and Jn is the Bessel func-
tion. Since g(w) is a linear function of w (Eq. (12)), it can be expressed like (16a)gj ¼ CgJnðkjrÞ; r2gj ¼ k2j gj; j ¼ 1;2 ð17Þ
Substituting (17) in (12) yields½k2j þ ðx=ceÞ2k2j Cgj ¼ 12ðx=hceÞ2Cj ð18Þ
then using (8), (18) simpliﬁes toCgj ¼ k2j  ðx=csÞ2
 
=k2j Cj ð19ÞTaking the gradient of (18)rgj ¼ ðor;n=rÞCgjJnðkjrÞ ð20Þ
Furthermore, since s and W are orthogonal and W is in the plane of the disk then s = (0,0,sz) and
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Substituting (21) in (15) produces the dispersion relationk2s ¼ 2ðx=ceÞ2=ð1 mÞ  12j=h2 ð22Þ
Eq. (22) exhibits a cut-off abovexs ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
6jð1 mÞ
p
ce=h ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
12
p
cs=h ð23Þwhich is the same as that in (16b). Using wb(t) in (22), and since C and s are parallel, then C = (0,0,Cz) andCz ¼ CCJnðksrÞ ð24Þ
Taking the curl of (24)gðx; tÞ ¼ gdðx; tÞ þ gsðxÞwbðtÞ ð25Þ
Substituting (20) and (25) in (11) determines the solutionswrðr; h; tÞ ¼ cosnhei^xt
X2
j¼1
CgjkjJ
0
nðkjrÞ þ nCCJnðksrÞ=r
 !
whðr; h; tÞ ¼ sinnhei^xt
X2
j¼1
nCgjJnðkjrÞ=r  ksCCJ0nðksrÞ
 !
wðr; h; tÞ ¼ cosnhei^xt
X2
i¼1
CjJnðkjrÞ
ð26Þwhere Cg j is related to Cj by (19).
Maximum stresses over the thickness are expressed in terms of (wr,wh,w) asrrr ¼ 6D½orwr þ mðwr=r þ ohwh=rÞ=h2
rhh ¼ 6D½morwr þ ðwr þ ohwhÞ=r=h2
srh ¼ 6Dð1 mÞ½ðohwr  whÞ=r þ orwh=2h2
srz ¼ 1:5jGðorwþ wrÞ; shz ¼ 1:5jGðohw=r þ whÞ
ð27ÞSubstituting (26) and (27) into the expressions for boundary conditions yields an eigenvalue problem with the eigenset
U ¼ fgr ; gh;ugTnj. Expand {wr,wh,w}T in its eigensetwrðr; h; tÞ ¼
XN
n¼0
XM
j¼1
anjðtÞgrnjðrÞ cosnh
whðr; h; tÞ ¼
XN
n¼0
XM
j¼1
anjðtÞghnjðrÞ sinnh
wðr; h; tÞ ¼
XN
n¼0
XM
j¼1
anjðtÞunjðrÞ cosnh
ð28Þwhere ðM;NÞ is the number of radial and circumferential modes in the expansion. Substituting (28) in (5) and (6) and enforc-
ing orthogonality of the eigenfunctions yields uncoupled differential equations in the generalized coordinates anj(t)€anjðtÞ þ x2njanjðtÞ ¼ pnjðtÞ=Nnj
Nnj ¼ ð1þ dn0Þpqh
Z rd
0
ðu2nj þ h2ðg2rnj þ g2hnjÞ=12Þrdr
ð29Þwhere ðÞ is derivative w.r.t. t and dn0 is the Kronecker delta.
Let y be the instantaneous circular segment deﬁning the footprint (0 6 y 6 2rd) (see Fig. 1(d)). For y 6 rd, the generalized
force pnj(t) in (29) takes the formpnjðt; yÞ ¼ pðtÞpnjðyÞ ¼ 2pðtÞ
Z hy
0
Z rd
r1ðhÞ
unjðrÞrdr cosðnhÞdh
hy ¼ cos1ððrd  yÞ=rdÞ; r1ðhÞ ¼ ðrd  yÞ= cos h
ð30aÞp(t) is the instantaneous uniform applied pressure over the footprint sector. Also, for y > rdpnjðyÞ ¼ ð1Þnþ1pnjð2rd  yÞ ð30bÞ
_y is related to obliquity angle a and V(t) by
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V(t) is the instantaneous rigid body translation velocity of the disk during collapse of the crushable material. For a free disk,
(5) and (6) admit a rigid body translationp00ðt; yÞ  pðtÞr2d cos1 1 fð Þ  ð1 fÞ 1 ð1 fÞ2
 1=2 
¼ N00rd tanðaÞ€f
N00 ¼ pqhr2d; f ¼ y=rd
ð32Þand a rigid body rotation # about a diameterp10ðt; yÞ 
2
3
pðtÞr2dfð2 fÞ 1 ð1 fÞ2
 1=2
¼ N10rd €#
N10 ¼ pqhr2dð1þ ðh=rdÞ2=6Þ=4
ð33Þ4. Strip with intermediate ﬂexible supports
In a 2D plate or ‘‘strip” model, let (X,Y) be a global coordinate system in the plane of the plate, where X is ﬁnite along the
strip and Y is inﬁnite (see Fig. 1(e)), and x is a local running coordinate with origin at each corner. Although the strip itself is
continuous, the analysis segments it into branches joined at corners. The kth corner joins branches k to k  1 by a (2  2)
mobility matrix Yck, and connects to a rigid base by a (2  2) impedance matrix Zck. For example, in the frequency domain
where time dependence is sinusoidal with radian frequency x, the Zð1;1Þck component of Zck has the formZð1;1Þck ¼ ðmcx2 þ kc þ i^x1cÞk; i^ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
p
ð34ÞIn (34), mc, kc and Bc are lumped mass, spring stiffness and viscous damping of a 1-degree of freedom element at the kth cor-
ner. For the kth branch, deﬁne the state vectors Sk ¼ ff;ggTk where f = {Q,M}T, g = {w,w}T are force and displacement vectors,
(Q,M) are shear force and moment resultants, and (w,w) are displacement and rotation. Let lk be branch length, then Sk(lk) is
related to Sk(0) by the transfer matrixSkðlkÞ 
fðlkÞ
gðlkÞ
 
k
¼ Tkð0! lkÞSkð0Þ 
t11 t12
t21 t22
	 

k
fð0Þ
gð0Þ
 
k
ð35ÞThe strip transfer matrix is derived in Appendix A. Since linkage mobility Yck and corner impedance Zck connect branch ends
to a rigid corner, S at a rigid corner is related to S at a branch end byf
g
( )
k
¼ I 0
eeYc I
	 

k
I eeZc
0 I
	 

k
f
g
 
k
; ee ¼
1 at x ¼ 0
1 at x ¼ lk

ð36ÞAt each corner, equilibrium of f and continuity of g take the formfk þ fkþ1 ¼ 0; gkþ1 ¼ gk; k ¼ 1;nc ð37Þ
nc is total number of corners. Substituting (36) in (37) and expressing Sk(lk) in terms of Sk(0) using (35) while including the
boundary conditions at the ﬁrst and last corners produces 4nc simultaneous equations in the global SG(0), the ensemble of all
Sk(0),MGSGð0Þ ¼ 0; SGð0Þ ¼ fSkð0ÞgT ; k ¼ 1;nc ð38Þ
Eq. (38) yields the eigenproblem det[MG] = 0 and in turn the eigensets {U;x}j where xj and Uj ¼ fu; ggTj are the eigenvalue
and eigenvector.
When the rigid base moves laterally with prescribed displacement wb(t), the method of static–dynamic superposition is
employed (Berry and Naghdi (1956)). g(x, t) is expressed as the sum of a dynamic solution gd(x, t) satisfying homogeneous
boundary conditions and a static solution gs(x) satisfying inhomogeneous boundary conditionsgðx; tÞ ¼ gdðx; tÞ þ gsðxÞwbðtÞ ð39Þ
wb(t) is the time dependent prescribed displacement. gs = {ws, ws}T satisﬁes the static equationsDsoxxws  jGshsðws þ oxwsÞ ¼ 0
jGshsðoxxws þ oxwsÞ ¼ 0
ð40ÞAt both boundaries and at intermediate corners {XcZ1 ,XcZ2, . . . ,XcZm, . . .} with non-vanishing ZcmwsmðXcZmÞ ¼ 1 ð41Þ
where XcZm is global coordinate at these corners. Eq. (40) then admit a rigid body translationwskðxÞ ¼ 1; wskðxÞ ¼ 0; k ¼ 1;nc ð42Þ
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X
j
ajðtÞUjðxÞ ð43ÞSubstituting (42) and (43) in (39) and subsequently in the dynamic Eq. (A1), then enforcing orthogonality of Uj(x) produces€ajðtÞ þ x2j ajðtÞ ¼ eNbj €wbðtÞ; eNbj ¼ Nbj=Njj
Nbj ¼
X
k
qkhk
Z lk
0
ukjðxÞdx; Njj ¼
X
k
qkhk
Z lk
0
ðu2kjðxÞ þ ðh2k=12Þg2kjðxÞÞdx
ð44ÞThe solution to (44) takes the formajðtÞ ¼ Aj sinðxjtÞ þ Bj cosðxjtÞ  ðeNbj=xjÞZ t
0
€wbðsÞ sinðxjðt  sÞÞds ð45ÞConstants Aj, Bj are determined from the initial conditionswðx;0Þ ¼ 0; _wðx;0Þ ¼ 0 ð46Þ
Substituting (39) in (46) while enforcing orthogonality of Uj (x) yieldsAj ¼ ðeNbj=xjÞ _wbð0Þ; Bj ¼ eNbjwbð0Þ: ð47Þ
5. Results
The non-linear discrete chain derived in Section 2 is utilized to compute 1D histories of the rigid plate on crushable mate-
rial for both ‘‘ﬁxed and moving-crushable” cases. Next, the elasto-dynamic response of the plate is obtained utilizing the
analysis in Section 3. Finally transient response of the thin strip appended to the plate is discussed utilizing the analysis
in Section 5.
Results of the discrete-chain are presented ﬁrst where the plate is assumed rigid. Results on response including plate elas-
to-dynamics and comparison with measured data follow. The case of ‘‘ﬁxed-crushable” is discussed and compared to the
‘‘moving-crushable” case. Finally, response of a strip simulating an electronic board is presented. In all discussions to follow,
disk displacement w is the same as u in the discrete-chain.
5.1. The discrete-chain
Before discussing the inelastic response of the crushable material by the discrete-chain in Fig. 1(c), a comparison between
results from the linear discrete-chain model and those from an analytical model El-Raheb (1993) is presented to evaluate
convergence of the discrete-chain model. Consider the stack of two layers: 3.8 cm steel on 15.2 cm of linear elastic foam
moving at Vo = 40 m/s and striking a rigid boundary. Properties of steel and linearized foam are listed belowSteel : Es ¼ 207 GPa; qs ¼ 8 g=cm3; Zs ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Esqs
p
¼ 40:6 MPa=ðm=sÞ
Foam : Ef ¼ 6:9 MPa; qf ¼ 1:3 g=cm3; Zf ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Efqf
q
¼ 0:095 MPa=ðm=sÞ
ð48ÞZs, Zf are acoustic impedances. Equivalent linear modulus of the foam is deduced from a linear constitutive law with
r = rcr = 3.45 MPa at e = 0.5.
In the discrete-chain model, the steel layer is taken as a lumped mass with areal density qshs = 300 Kg/m2. Note that the
foam properties are not related to an actual crushable material but considered here only for comparing results from the two
models.
Fig. 2 compares _u histories from the two models with 200 cells in the discrete-chain and 200 modes in the modal analysis.
Histories from the 2 models almost coincide. Fig. 3 compares €u histories from the two models. At the steel-foam interface,
magnitude differs by 10% while at stations within the foam, the difference reaches 30%. This discrepancy in €u response is
caused by the method viscous damping is included in each model. In the continuum model, a constant non-dimensional
modal damping coefﬁcient f = 0.02 was assumed in the standard modal equations of generalized coordinates
€ajðtÞ þ 2fxj _ajðtÞ þ x2j ajðtÞ ¼ f ðtÞ, while in the discrete-chain, a constant impedance Bt = 3  104 Pa/(m/s) was assumed in
Eq. (2). Note that viscous damping affects primarily acceleration, and to a lesser extent velocity. Both approximations have
no physical basis and are intended to allow for some energy dissipation. The comparison above suggests that 200 cells sufﬁce
for convergence of the discrete-chain model.
Before discussing results of the discrete chain model with non-linear springs, a description of the constitutive models
of honeycomb and metal foam is necessary. For clarity in what follows, ‘‘material” will refer to the parent material,
while ‘‘structure” will refer to the collapsible structure made of that parent material. For honeycomb, a typical consti-
tutive law is shown in Fig. 1(a). For small strain e and up to critical stress rcr, the construction is linear elastic r = Eee
with modulus Ee that is somewhat lower than that of the parent material E because it is a thin structure rather than a
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Fig. 2. Velocity histories in m/s for discrete-chain and continuum models (a1–c1) discrete-chain with 200 cells, (a2–c2) continuum with 200 modes.
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4296 M. El-Raheb / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 4289–4306bulk material (Gong et al. (2005)). For e > ecr, the structure collapses plastically and r follows an average constant value
rcr until e = ed the densiﬁcation strain, then changes to r  Ede where Ed is densiﬁcation modulus that is larger than Ee
but smaller than the parent material bulk modulus Eb = E/3(1  2m). One peculiarity of this constitutive law is that e
may vary in the range ecr 6 e 6 ed without changing r, and therefore if it is assumed that after collapse the structure does
not resist tension, then e may rise then fall without affecting r. Clearly the mechanism of how the structure unloads for
e > ecr dictates motion without affecting r.
M. El-Raheb / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 4289–4306 4297For metal foam, a typical constitutive law is shown in Fig. 1(b). Still, for small e and up to rcr, the structure is linear elastic
r = Eee. But for e > ecr, modulus drops to almost zero at ecr yet r rises gradually and smoothly with e as with strain-hardening
to join the state of densiﬁcation when local modulus reaches Ed. In this way and unlike honeycomb, r and e are always un-
iquely related.
The discrete-chain model with non-linear springs is now applied to a rigid mass on crushable material striking a rigid
boundary. The ﬁrst example assumes a 300 kg/m2 mass on honeycomb with a typical constitutive law shown in Fig. 1(a),
and with properties listed as ‘‘Example 1” in Table 1. Fig. 4 plots _u and €u histories at three stations along the layer.
Fig. 4(a1) and (b1) shows _u and ü at the mass. ü is almost constant till arrest at tstop = 8.6 ms. A minor dip in ü occurs near
tdip = 5.5 ms (Fig. 4(b1)), caused by collapse waves from the rigid boundary traveling with speed Vc and arriving at the mass
after tc  hf/Vc = 6.5ms. Equating tdip with tc gives Vc/Vo = 1.18 > 1.
An explanation of the nature of the ‘‘collapse wave” now follows. Consider the equivalent linear elastic foam. When foam
strikes the rigid boundary, a stress wave with magnitude ZfVo travels towards the mass through the foam. It reaches the mass
delayed by Dt = hf/cf and raises r at the foam-mass interface resisting its motion and decelerating it. Reﬂection at the mass
doubles the stress wave intensity as it travels back to the boundary. This process of intensity doubling with each reﬂection
continues mass deceleration till temporary arrest. Due to linearity, arrest is followed by a rebound of the mass from conser-
vation of energy and momentum. In the case of collapsible material, reﬂection from the rigid boundary does not magnify
stress because the material dissipates energy by plastic ﬂow and friction. In turn, the reﬂected wave does not contribute
as much to mass deceleration as in the elastic case and that causes the temporary drop in deceleration. This effect is notice-
able when foam density increases since it is the foam inertia that causes it. Since propagation of these waves happens during
the plastic regime, the term ‘‘collapse wave” is adequate.
At zo = 0.2hf (Fig. 4(a2)), _u ¼ Vo until the elastic wave arrives at zo delayed by tel = (hf  zo)/cel where cel is elastic sound
speed. _u then drops to 14 m/s and follows a plateau. If the foam were elastic, _uwould have dropped to zero temporarily until
the next reﬂection from the mass arrived (see Fig. 2(b1)), but since reﬂected waves loose strength due to collapse, the drop in
_u is ﬁnite. Furthermore, ü in Fig. 4(b1) is almost constant while in the linear case (Fig. 3(a1)) it diminishes because of the
stronger reﬂections from the rigid boundary. A 2nd drop occurs at tdip = 5.5 ms at the arrival of the collapse wave, followed
by a gradual reduction that might also be caused from densiﬁcation till arrest at tstop = 8.6 ms. For zo > 0.4hf, _u repeats the ﬁrst
two stages as in Fig. 4(a2) except that tel and Dtplat diminish with zo and arrest occurs earlier, i.e. at zo = 0.8hf (Fig. 4(a3))
tstop = 2 ms. For zo > 0, the ü response is characterized by sharp peaks at the _u discontinuities (Fig. 4(b2) and (b3)).
The second example uses the same mass on honeycombwith properties listed as ‘‘Example 2” in Table 1. Fig. 5 plots _u and
ü histories at three stations along the layer. Fig. 5(a1) and (b1) shows _u and ü at the mass. The ü history is disrupted by a
sharp dip near tdip = 3.4 ms (Fig. 5(b1)) then follows an almost constant plateau till arrest at tstop = 6.3 ms. Since tc  Vc/
hf = 3.5 ms then Vc/Vo = 1.32. Clearly for Vo = 40m/s, Vc/Vo is larger than in Example 1 because equivalent density in the later
is smaller (see Table 1). For zoP 0, histories of both variables resemble those in Example 1, namely that _u-history goes
through several discontinuities that reduce to 2 as the rigid boundary is approached: one at ecr and the other near tstop. In
both preceding examples, hf was chosen large enough to avoid densiﬁcation near the mass and in turn eliminate sharp peaks
in ü and r response.
A square steel plate 30.5  30.5  3.8cm was instrumented with accelerometers at its center and mid-way along a side
close to an edge. The plate was dropped from a height of 10 m on a concrete slab. For stability and to limit obliquity, two
Aluminum arms were bolted diagonally to the plate with guides at their tip sliding over two taught wires. The accelerom-
eters were hard-wired to the data-acquisition equipment by long wires that moved with the plate. The bottom face of the
plate was attached to either Aluminum honeycomb or open-cell reticulated Aluminum foam. Tests were repeated using dif-
ferent layer depths and equivalent densities (Zwissler (2007)). Two of these tests are listed as ‘‘Test 1” and Test 2” in Table 1.
An 8000 fps camera recorded the impact sequence and time evolution of the crushable material collapse and angle of
obliquity.
At ﬁrst, the plate was assumed rigid and the dynamic event was simulated adopting the discrete-chain model described in
Section 2. Measured and computed decelerations are compared for Tests 1 and 2 in Fig. 6. The computed deceleration proﬁles
seem to fall along the average lines of the measured decelerations. The difference is the oscillation modulating the measured
average line caused by elastic response of the plate.
5.2. Plate response
If the plate strikes the block at zero obliquity, pressure generated by the crushable material, assuming it is spatially uni-
form, cannot excite ﬂexural modes of the plate since projection of these modes onto a uniform pressure distribution vanishesTable 1
Crushable material properties
Case Crushable type Vo (m/s) qf (Kg/m3) qf/qs (%) rcr (MPa) hf (m)
Example 1 Honeycomb 20 0.32  103 12 0.70 0.13
Example 2 Honeycomb 40 0.48  103 18 2.10 0.18
Test 1 Al foam 14 0.13  103 5 0.35 0.10
Test 2 Al foam 14 0.22  103 8 0.70 0.05
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Fig. 4. Example 1: 300 kg/m2 on 13 cm honeycomb striking rigid surface at 20 m/s (a1–a3) veloc. (m/s), (b1–b3) decel. (g).
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Fig. 5. Example 2: 300 kg/m2 on 18 cm honeycomb striking rigid surface at 40 m/s (a1–a3) veloc. (m/s), (b1–b3) decel. (g).
4298 M. El-Raheb / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 4289–4306(p U = 0). Therefore, only an asymmetry from the uniform distribution may excite the plate. One asymmetry arises if the
plate touches the slab at obliquity with angle a from the horizontal. Then, the contact surface that is only a portion of the
plate surface, termed the footprint, would force the plate instantaneously. As the plate continues to fall, the footprint ex-
pands as more crushable material touches the slab, till such time when the footprint wets the whole plate area. Further
crushing will not add to the forcing function for the reason explained above. The time tend it takes the footprint to wet
the whole plate depends on a and Vo as expressed by the approximate relation tend  Ltana/Vo where L is side length of
the square plate. The larger Vo/tana is, the shorter tend becomes. The problem with this expression is that Vo drops since col-
lapse pressure decelerates the plate, and pressure eccentricity produces a moment that reduces a.
An alternative to the square geometryyielding to analysis is thedisk. To conservemass, disk radius is takenas rd ¼ L=
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
. The
expanding footprint shown as a circular segment in Fig. 1(c) produces a time dependent asymmetric forcing functionwith gen-
eralized forcegivenby (30a,b). For the freedisk, Fig. 7plots pnmðyÞ=r2d versusy/2rd, thenormalizedchord length (Fig. 1(d)), for the
rigid body and a few elasticmodes. Fig. 7(a) plots pn;0ðyÞ=r2d for the translational n = 0 and the rotational n = 1 rigid bodymodes.
Note that for the translational mode, p0;0 is highest followed by the rotational mode p1;0 that is symmetric about y = rd. As n in-
creases, pn;m diminisheswith n andmmeaning that lowerwave-numbermodes have a stronger effect on response than higher
wave-number modes. For odd n, pn;m is symmetric about y = rd while for even n it is anti-symmetric.
Fig. 8 plots deceleration histories of the disk for a crushable material with rcr=0.69 MPa and for 0.25o 6 a 6 1.5o. In each
history, the short vertical dashed line marked with tend points to the time when the expanding footprint wets the whole disk
surface. When a = 0.25o (Fig. 8(a)), elastic oscillations modulating rigid body motion are small with a strong high-frequency
modulation due to the impulsive nature of the forcing pulse. As a increases (Fig. 8(b)), amplitude of these oscillations rises
while their high-frequency modulation diminishes. For a = 1o (Fig. 8(c)), amplitude stabilizes while the high-frequency mod-
ulation almost disappears, leaving the fundamental mode to act alone. Further increase in a (Fig. 8(d)) reverts to smaller
amplitudes. This indicates that the largest effect on elastic response from obliquity occurs near a = 1o and diminishes with
further increase in a. An important observation is that amplitude of elastic deceleration can be comparable to that from rigid
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M. El-Raheb / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 4289–4306 4299body motion. This implies that omitting response of the cushioned structure may lead to substantial underestimation in
deceleration and peak stress transmitted to components on that structure. Fig. 9 plots maximum €wmax and average €wavr elas-
tic deceleration versus a at different stations along the disk radius. Indeed, the strongest effect on €wmax of a happens near
a = 0.4o, while that on €wavr lies in the range 0.5o < a < 1.1o. €wmax is a localized measure while €wavr is an integrated measure.
To evaluate the effect on disk response of rigid body modes, Fig. 10 plots response of each mode as well as combined re-
sponse. The short vertical dashed line marked with tend points to the time when the expanding footprint wets the whole disk
surface. Note that the effect on wrb and _wrb of the rotational mode is negligible (Fig. 10(a) and (b)), while its effect on €wrb is
substantial but short-lived since p1;0 vanishes when y > 2rd (Fig. 7(a)). Fig. 10(d) plots history of a(t) that starts at the initial
angle ao and diminishes with t because of rotational rigid body response frommoment of the eccentric pressure that reduces
a as explained earlier. This effect is relatively small since a(t) diminishes by less than 10% over 1 ms.
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4300 M. El-Raheb / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 4289–4306Finally, based on the understanding of what causes the oscillations in measured deceleration response in Fig. 6, the aver-
age stress (ü Ms) in Fig. 6(a2) and (b2) was applied as an external excitation to the disk with an a = 1o. The resulting re-
sponse for ‘‘Test 1” and ‘‘Test 2” is compared to measurements in Fig. 11. The overall comparison in amplitude and
frequency of oscillation is satisfactory in spite of the uncertainty in:
(a) Accelerometer self-response and signal accuracy.
(b) Constitutive law of Aluminum foam.
(c) Spatial uniformity in collapse pressure, i.e. foam homogeneity.
(d) Diagonal arm oscillations adding extraneous reactions to the plate.
(e) Difference between disk and square plate response speciﬁcally concerning instantaneous footprint.
5.3. The ‘‘ﬁxed-crushable” conﬁguration
The preceding results concerned an elastic mass attached to crushable material termed the ‘‘moving-crushable” while
both strike a rigid boundary. To evaluate the difference in response between ‘‘ﬁxed-crushable” and ‘‘moving-crushable”,
Example 2 in Table 1 is re-visited with the following change in Eq. (3) for initial conditions
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Fig. 12 compares _u histories of the two conﬁgurations. Details on the ‘‘moving-crushable” were presented earlier while
discussing results in Figs. 4 and 5. For the ‘‘ﬁxed-crushable”, _u rises sharply from zero to _uplat ¼ 10 m/s when the elastic wave
reaches that station at tel = zo/cel (Fig. 12(b1)). It then follows a plateau at that reduced speed until tplat when it rises sharply
4302 M. El-Raheb / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 4289–4306once more to attain the instantaneous velocity of the moving mass _uM . Later, it drops gradually to arrest at tstop. As zo in-
creases, tel and tplat increase while _uM decreases and tstop ﬁrst increases then decreases (Fig. 12(b2) and (b3)). For zo > 0.6hf
(Fig. 12(b4)), _uM drops to _uplat while tstop decreases gradually till it vanishes when zo = hf. Comparing _u of the two conﬁgura-
tions, it appears that for the ‘‘ﬁxed-crushable” case, activity is spread over a wider time interval at a lower _u magnitude.
Fig. 13 compares r histories of the two conﬁgurations. Fig. 13(b1) plots history at the interface with the moving mass.
There, r jumps instantaneously to 2.5 MPa compared to the 2 MPa plateau reached for the ‘‘moving-crushable”
(Fig. 13(a1)). Then, r drops gradually to 2 MPa at t = 2 ms and attenuates gradually till arrest at tstop = 5.7 ms. Shortly before
arrest, r jumps to a higher amplitude because of local densiﬁcation. Note that the sharp drop at tc = 2.5 ms in Fig. 13(a1) does
not appear in (Fig. 13(b1). At zo = 0.1hf (Fig. 13(b2)), r jumps instantaneously to the 2 MPa plateau then follows it till
tjmp2=0.5 ms when it jumps again to a higher r as in Fig. 13(b1) then follows the trend described earlier for zo = 0. At zo = 0.3hf
(Fig. 13(b3)), response resembles that in Fig. 13(b2) except that tjmp2 = 1.5 ms and the 3rd jump preceding tstop reaches
r = 3.2 MPa and lasts longer. For zoP 0.5hf (Fig. 13(b4)), the 2nd jump disappears while the 3rd jump preceding tstop reaches
r = 3.2 MPa and lasts longer still. This result implies that for the ‘‘ﬁxed-crushable”, a thicker layer of crushable material is
needed to protect the structure against the higher levels of stress and deceleration achieved during impact.
Based on the comparison above, it is evident that histories of all variables for the two conﬁgurations differ appreciably in
shape and magnitude. This supports the fact that each conﬁguration is governed by a fundamentally different mechanics,0
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Fig. 12. Velocity histories in m/s for the two conﬁgurations. (a1–a4) Moving-crushable, (b1–b4) ﬁxed-crushable.
M. El-Raheb / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 4289–4306 4303although it might seem at ﬁrst that the two conﬁgurations are the same. In fact, difﬁculties in testing ‘‘moving-crushable”
may drive some to use the ‘‘ﬁxed-crushable” alternative not realizing that this alternative is not valid on physical grounds.
5.4. Strip response
The analysis developed in Section 4 is applied to a typical electronic board. Since inertial loading from deceleration is uni-
form over the board surface, this justiﬁes the 2D strip approximation. Typical dimensions and properties are listed below:Es ¼ 20:7 GPa; qs ¼ 1:4 g=cm3; ms ¼ 0:3; ls ¼ 15:2 cm; hs ¼ 2:5 mm ð50Þ
The deceleration history applied to the strip boundary is taken from ‘‘Example 2” (Fig. 5(b1)).
Fig. 14 compares strip deceleration €w and ﬂexural stress r for simply supported and clamped boundaries. A rectangular
deceleration proﬁle is used instead of the actual one in Fig. 5(b1) with the same maximum but without the sharp drop near
t = 2.5 ms. Fig. 14(a1) and (a2) show that peak deceleration is more than double that prescribed, independent of boundary
condition. For clamped boundaries (Fig. 14(a2)), frequency is twice that for simple supports because of stiffening. After the
prescribed deceleration elapses, €w amplitude for the clamped case is twice that for simple supports. Fig. 14(b1) and (b2)
shows that peak r for simple supports is 60% higher than that for clamped because the later stiffens the strip producing high-
er frequencies and in turn smaller amplitudes. For simple supports, peak amplitude occurs at x = ls/2, while for clamped it
occurs at the boundaries.0
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4304 M. El-Raheb / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 4289–4306The effect of two parameters on response is now demonstrated: an intermediate ﬂexible support, and the sharp drop in
prescribed deceleration, termed ‘‘drop”, as in Fig. 5(b1). Fig. 15 plots the ﬁrst four modes of the strip with intermediate ﬂex-
ible support at x = 0.4ls with spring stiffness ks = 1.75  106 N/m. For each mode plotted, the vertical dashed line marks sup-
port position. The fundamental (Fig. 15(a)) includes one node close to the support. The 2nd mode (Fig. 15(b)) includes two
nodes, while the ﬁrst is close to the support. For the 3rd mode (Fig. 15(c)) separation between node and support increases
implying that the ﬂexible support cannot restrain motion as wave-number increases. An exception is when node and support
happen to coincide for the unrestrained strip as with the 4th mode in Fig. 15(d).
Fig. 16 compares histories of the strip with and without support. In Fig. 16(a1) and (b1), peak €w for both cases is more
than double the prescribed deceleration. However, after the pulse elapses, the supported €w is less than half the unsupported
because the support raises stiffness in the same way that clamping does. In Fig. 16(b1) and (b2), peak r with support is al-
most 1/4 that of the unsupported.
The effect on strip response of the ‘‘drop” is demonstrated by comparing histories in Fig. 14(a1) and (b1) to those in
Fig. 16(a1) and (b1). Although peak €w is almost the same during the duration of the pulse, the ‘‘drop” almost doubles that
peak after the pulse elapses. The same observation applies to r histories by comparing Figs. 14(b1),15(b1),16(b1).
6. Conclusion
Noteworthy results are listed below:
1. For the ‘‘moving-crushable”, a sharp drop in deceleration response occurs at some threshold of relative density and
impact speed caused by reﬂection of collapse waves. This drop is absent in the ‘‘ﬁxed-crushable”.
2. Oscillations modulating measured deceleration histories are caused by plate elastic response with amplitude depending
on obliquity a that peaks near a = 0.8o.
3. Amplitude of elastic deceleration may be comparable to that from rigid body motion. This implies that omitting response
of the cushioned structure may lead to substantial underestimation in deceleration and peak stress transmitted to com-
ponents on that structure.
4. Keeping all parameters the same, response of ‘‘moving-crushable” and ‘‘ﬁxed-crushable” conﬁgurations is fundamentally
different in shape and magnitude. The ‘‘ﬁxed-crushable” requires a thicker crushable layer in order to drop levels of decel-
eration and stress to those of the ‘‘moving-crushable”.
5. During the forcing pulse, peak deceleration response of a 2D strip from prescribed motion is insensitive to boundary con-
dition and intermediate supports. On the contrary, after the forcing pulse elapses, peak deceleration is affected by these
constraints.
6. The sharp ‘‘drop” in prescribed deceleration raises magnitude of post-pulse response but does not affect response during
the pulse.0
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Fig. 15. Modes of the strip with ﬂexible support at x/ls = 0.4. (a) 1st mode, (b) 2nd mode, (c) 3rd mode, (d) 4th mode.
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Fig. 16. Effect of intermediate ﬂexible support on strip response. (a1 and b1) No interm. supports, (a2 and b2) interm. support at x = 0.41ls.
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Appendix A. Transfer matrix of 2D strip
For sinusoidal time dependence with radian frequency x, the linear Mindlin elasto-dynamic equations of a strip are
(Mindlin (1951))Dsoxxw jGshs wþ oxwð Þ ¼ qsðh3s =12Þx2w
jGshsðoxxwþ oxwÞ ¼ qshsx2w; Ds ¼ Esh3s ð1 m2s Þ=12
ðA1Þw, w are displacement and rotation (see Fig. 1e), Es, Gs, ms, qs are Young and shear moduli, Poisson ratio, and mass density, hs is
thickness and j is shear constant. The constitutive relations are
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Q, M are shear force and moment. Eq. (A1) admits the solutionwðxÞ
wðxÞ
 
¼ e
k1x ek2x
d1ek1x d2ek2x
	 

C1
C2
 
; dk ¼ ðk2k þ k2s Þ=kk ðA3Þk1,2 satisfy the dispersion relationðk2j þ k2e Þðk2j þ k2s Þ  12k2e =h2s ¼ 0;
ks ¼ x=cs; cs ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jGs=qs
p
; ke ¼ x=ce; ce ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Es=qsð1 m2s Þ
q ðA4Þ
Substituting (A3) in (A2), in terms of the state vector S = {f,g}TSðxÞ ¼ BðxÞC ðA5Þ
where f = {Q,M}T and g = {w,w}T, B(x) is a 2  2 matrix of exponentials andC = {C1,C2}T. Evaluating (A5) at the two ends of the
strip (0, l) then eliminating C yields the strip transfer matrixSðlÞ ¼ BðlÞB1ð0ÞSð0Þ ¼ Tð0! lÞSð0Þ ðA6ÞReferences
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